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Abstract 

An Analysis on the Survival Methods of 

Shinto Shrines in Modern Japan 

Inwha Jang 

International Area Studies 

The Graduate School of International Studies 

Seoul National University 

As Shinto shrines have existed for a long time in Japanese society, the 

significance of the shrines in Japan is considerable. All three major festivals, Gion 

festival in Kyoto, Kanda festival in Tokyo, and Tenjin festival in Osaka, are festivals of 

Yasaka Shrine, Kanda Shrine, and Osaka Tenmangu. Also, visiting Shinto shrines on 

New Year’s Day, for newborn babies, for college entrance is a familiar scene in Japan. 

Historically, the beginning of the Shinto shrine is related to the formation of 

society. Early Shinto shrines were built to worship a god of the clan. Thus, a strong 

connection between a Shinto shrine and residents who lived close to the shrine was 

prevalent. In addition, because the agriculture population was higher, expecting support 

from people was evident. 



 

 

Shinto shrines in Japan hold various Shinto rituals and events throughout the 

year, so managing a Shinto shrine by a Shinto priest alone is difficult. This tells the 

relevant reason why Shinto shrines need a strong connection with local areas. 

Nevertheless, because of social changes and changes in life patterns caused by rapid 

economic growth, fewer people care about ujigami. Besides, the number of Shinto 

believers and the number of Shinto shrines are both declining. 

This study categorized survival methods into two types. One of the methods is 

the local type. This type mainly focuses on ujiko and people who live nearby. It is clear 

that the number of ujiko is decreasing, but for Shinto shrines, relations with local people 

cannot be completely abandoned. In the local type, there are two subcategories. One is 

ujiko-related activities, such as holding traditional Shinto shrine rituals and organizing 

Shrine organizations. The other is modern-local events, such as secular and commercial 

approach and seminar-type approach. Local type can be considered as reinforcement of 

bond between a Shinto shrine and local.  

Another type of survival method is the inter-regional type, which targets a 

broader region. Inter-regional type is divided into two subcategories as well. One is 

making use of goshuin, and the other is a collaboration with pop culture. Goshuin is 

given to people who prayed at the shrine. Some Shinto shrines issue limited versions 

such as seasonal or monthly. This provides strong motivation to people who enjoy 

visiting Shinto shrines for collecting goshuin. The other subcategory of inter-regional 

type is a collaboration with pop culture. As Japanese animations and games are 

developed variously and considerably, in some cases, shrines appear as the background 



 

 

of pop culture. Sometimes, characters in animations or games are related to specific 

Shinto shrine. Those shrines take this advantage to promote themselves for attracting 

fans regardless of their residence. As there are cases that underdeveloped regions in 

Japan have achieved economic recovery through a collaboration with popular culture, 

collaboration between a Shinto shrine and popular culture also helps revive the shrine. 

This study concludes that local and inter-regional survival strategies help Shinto 

shrines strengthen relations with residents and develop a new bond with people living in 

other areas to survive. In the situation where more than half of Shinto shrines in Japan 

have financial difficulties, these strategies are vital. Both strategies are complex of 

culture, custom, the flow of current Japanese society, and social changes. Because of the 

aspect that local type is more close to tradition, it can be considered to have more 

Japanese characteristics. Notwithstanding, the inter-regional type has more Japanese 

characteristics since it embraces other regions, is not limited to the surrounding areas, 

collaborates with pop culture, and attracts people through limited editions. Even in 

modern society, where people’s attachment to religion has faded, Shinto shrines could 

survive due to inter-regional strategy. However, since uncertainty has been intensified 

because of COVID-19, it also became uncertain whether the strategy would have the 

same effect as before. 

Key word: Shinto shrine, Shinto, Shintoism, Religion, Survival strategy, Japanese culture, 

Japanese society, Shinto shrine and local community 
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Ⅰ Introduction 

1. Research Background and Purpose 

Portable shrine carried by a group of people who wear festival cloth, a long 

parade following the portable shrine, a loud shout that shakes the streets, and the children 

of the local people who came out to watch the festival holding their parents' hands, these 

are impressive scenes of the Onden Shrine’s festival witnessed by the researcher in 

Tokyo in the fall of 2019. According to the Association of Shinto Shrines, there are about 

80,0001 Shinto shrines in Japan. Indeed, whether it is small or big, it doesn't take much 

effort to find a Shinto shrine. 

Unlike Catholic churches in Europe and Buddhist temples in Asia, Shinto 

shrines seemed to have unwavering support from the Japanese. When Japanese are asked 

what Shinto shrine is, not many people can answer “religious facility of Shinto” because 

Shinto shrines have been deeply routinized in the life of the Japanese. (Park, 2017) In 

New Year’s season, Shinto shrines are full of people who want to pray for luck. Parents 

visit the Shinto shrine to pray for their newborn baby's happiness and celebrate child’s 

growth. Tenman-gu (天満宮) shrines throughout Japan are filled with students wishing 

                                           

1 The figure is only counting the shrines belonging to the Association of Shinto Shrines. 

Adding to the shrine that does not belong to the association, the number of Shinto shrines will 

be higher than the association has understood. 
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for academic success every year during the period of entrance exam for universities. 

The intimate relationship between Shinto shrines and people did not begin 

recently but has been around for a long time. In Japan, three major festivals, which are 

the Kanda festival of Tokyo, Tenjin festival of Osaka, and Gion festival of Kyoto, are all 

practices of the Shinto shrine. In the Muromachi period (1336~1576), the exchange of 

social life with Shinto shrines became close (Park, 2017: 110), and in many cases, Shinto 

shrines became the centerpiece of social phenomena. The roads leading to the Shinto 

Shrine were well maintained and served as a significant contributor to the development 

of local transportation. In addition, according to Engishiki(延喜式) 2 , because 

accommodation facilities near the roads were adequately equipped, this promoted the 

city's development. (Park, 2017:110~111) 

However, different from the expectation, Shinto shrines are in their period of 

decline as churches and temples. The number of Shinto shrines is decreasing. Two Shinto 

shrines in the Ginza area were once no different from other shrines but had to sell their 

land and became a small part of a newly constructed building because of difficulty in 

management. (Ishii 1988; 1990) In addition, in email interviews with Shinto priests, they 

commonly testified that compared to the past, the number of visitors and participants in 

the shrine festival decreased. Moreover, the awareness or attention to ujigami is rapidly 

decreasing as well.  

                                           
2 A collection of laws of the Heian period. 
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Nihon Bunka Kenkyusho of Kokugakuin University (1999: 4) says Shinto has 

been formed based on the routine of agricultural society. However, as the agricultural 

population has become less than 10 percent of the population, the consciousness of those 

who support shrines is also changing significantly. Especially in rural areas, it has 

become challenging to maintain a shrine due to depopulation. In addition, Fujimoto(2012: 

46) argues that there are 79,000 Shinto shrines in Japan now, but Japan had about 

190,000 Shinto shrines during the Meiji Restoration. This significant change in the 

number of Shinto shrines indicates how serious the difficulty Shinto shrines are 

experiencing. The apparent status of the shrine and the actual status of the shrine are 

opposite. 

Because of the historical, cultural, and religious importance of the Shinto shrine 

in Japanese society, it is clear that the shrines will not stay silent and wait for extinction. 

Then, the question that can be asked is in what ways the shrine survives. Do they focus 

on traditional ways for surviving, do they try to survive by implementing modern 

methods, such as issuing a limited version of goshuin, instead of pursuing classic 

methods, such as reinforcing relation with ujiko, or do they use both traditional and 

modern methods for surviving? 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the survival strategies of Shinto 

shrines in contemporary Japan. It is said that society forms religion. Also, most social 

institutions are originated from religion, and if religion has generated everything 

essential to society, it is because the idea of society is the spirit of religion. (Durkheim, 
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1992: 575~576) Sakurai (2005: 48) argues that there are more than 100,000 communities 

in Japan, and there are always central shrines in the community. If society forms religion, 

as Durkheim says, this means Japanese society formed Shinto. Also, as Sakurai says, if 

Shinto shrines have been a center of each community, this supports Durkheim’s point of 

view. Indeed, the Shinto shrine's origin is related to worship a god of clan and clans lived 

together in ancient times. It can be said that the relation between the Shinto shrines and 

Japanese society is significant. However, neither religion nor society remains the same. 

Society and religion constantly change due to various reasons such as structural or 

economic causes. Therefore, at this point, it is necessary to analyze how Shinto Shrines 

are making contact with Japanese society and how Shinto shrines are surviving in 

contemporary Japan. 

2. Literature Review 

Ishii (1988; 1990) had conducted case studies about how two Shinto shrines in 

the Ginza area could survive in the rapid urbanization era. He pointed out that by 

becoming part of the building, the shrines found a financial source. However, he did not 

fully address the relationship between the shrine and the community and why the 

decreasing number of ujiko is fatal to Shinto shrines. Watanabe et al. (2012: 255-260) 

describes reviving of the community through the Tomatsu shrine’s festival. In terms of a 

symbiotic relationship between the Shinto shrine and community, the authors 

successfully addressed the festival's effect on the depressed area but focused on the 
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festival only. 

Similarly, Yamada et al. (2020) describe the Shiba shrine’s ritual as a social 

bond. They argue that Shinto shrines in the area where the population is decreasing and 

aging have difficulty managing the shrine. Thus, a social bond between two groups, 

Shinto shrine and residents, is needed. They mainly focused on ujiko, parishioners. 

However, because of the population size, especially Shinto shrines in rural areas with a 

small local population, it is difficult to rely only on bonds with residents to manage the 

shrine. Kanaya(2013) mentions that the more frequently people participate in Shinto 

shrine activities, the more active the communication with the region and neighbors. This 

argument is helpful in terms of social capital networking or preventing kotokushi(孤独死) 

or muenshakai(無縁社会), but this cannot fully explain the survival method of Shinto 

shrines in modern Japan. 

In Klien’s study (2016: 359-376), she argues that the function of the Kagura, 

which expanded after the Great East Japan Earthquake, strengthened ties among residents. 

A strong bond among ujiko or residents indeed helps Shinto shrines to survive. However, 

Kagura itself is a part of the shrine festival, so it is more reasonable to say the festival 

itself has strengthened ties. Kim (2010), who studied the Hachiman-san festival of Fupa-

hachimangu in Kochi prefecture, argues that changes in the festival helped to revive of 

the local. Indeed Shinto shrine festival can function as an opportunity for a stagnant 

society to revive, and that eventually help Shinto shrine’s revival. However, similar to 
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Klien’s study, Kim also focused on the festival only. 

In other words, existing literatures concern with Shinto shrines cover the 

relationship between the shrines and local communities but only focus on the festival as a 

survival method or Shinto shrines as one of the factors in social capitals. Nevertheless, 

looking into the present condition, Shinto shrines implement more methods to survive. 

Thus, to take a closer look at the situation of the Shinto Shrines, it is necessary to look at 

various strategies in the current situation. 

3. Theoretical Framework and Research Method 

It needs to be clarifying that when this research mentions Shinto shrines’ 

strategies to survive, it does not only mean shrines intentionally use a certain way for 

surviving. Obviously, in some ways, shrines purposely adopt it to attract attention from 

people constantly. On the one hand, there are also other ways that shrines do not mean to 

choose it on purpose but make people engage more with shrines. 

Email interviews with Shinto priests were firstly carried out to figure out how 

people deal with crisis due to decreasing population. All interviews were done by email 

because foreigners are banned from entering Japan due to COVID-19. Also, to cover 

broader areas and explore various responses depending on the region's characteristics, 

three areas were selected to send out interview questions. Those areas are 23 wards of 

Tokyo, Kyoto, and small to medium-sized cities in Kyushu Island. Tokyo was selected 

because it is the capital city and has a high population. Kyoto was selected because it is 
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not the capital city, considered as an area that still has traditional value, and famous for 

major Shinto shrines at the same time. Lastly, small to medium-sized cities were selected 

to identify if Shinto shrines in this area adopt proactive strategies. 

There were 42 shrines from Tokyo, 21 shrines from Kyoto, and 31 shrines from 

small or medium-sized cities in Kyushu Island in three regions. According to the Tokyo 

branch of the Association of Shinto Shrine, there are 117 Shinto shrines in 23 wards of 

Tokyo. However, only 42 contact pieces of information were found out because some 

shrines do not have any person to stay in, do not have a website, or have a website, but 

the email address was not shown. Kyoto was no different from Tokyo. In the case of 

small-medium-sized cities, much fewer shrines have a website. In total, 56 emails were 

sent. Six responses from Tokyo, four responses from Kyoto, and six responses from 

Kyushu were received, as shown in the table 1.3 Additionally, news articles, websites, 

photos, government-issued official documents, books, SNS, and statistical data from 

Google Trend were used to find out trends and analyze how Shinto shrines survive in 

modern Japanese society. 

There are existing criteria for the classification of Shinto shrines. Shinto shrines 

in Japan can be categorized by their nature. The natures are Kanjō-gata (勧請型), 

Chinju-gata (鎮守型), and Ujigami-gata (氏神型). Kanjō-gata means solicitation type; 

                                           
3 Shrine’s names in bold are the shrines with which had email interviews. Also, the name of 

A shrine* in Tokyo is anonymized at the request of the head priest. 
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this type is to enshrine gods from another powerful shrine. Chinju-gata means guardian 

type; this type of god is enshrined to protect a specific building or land in a particular 

area. Ujigami-gata can be translated as a god of clan type; this type is traditional and can 

be called the primary form of Shinto. This classification still exists, but in practice, these 

types are not clearly differentiated. In addition, the research is for analyzing survival 

methods, not for analyzing Shinto shrines by their nature. Therefore, this research 

proposes original classification. 

In this research, the Shinto shrine’s strategies are divided into two categories. 

One is the local type, and the other is the inter-regional type. The categories are not 

conventionally used to analyze shrines but coined to identify different strategies shrines 

take to stay afloat. Definitions of two categories are: 

(1) Local type: Shrines that make use of this type make efforts to interact with ujiko or 

people living around. While some shrines, which using this type, continue to hold 

traditional Shinto rituals, others strive to develop new strategies to bring more residents 

to them by running bakeries in the shrines or holding non-Shinto-related workshops. 

(2) Inter-regional type: Shinto shrines that implement inter-regional type target nearby 

areas and farther areas by incorporating traditional and modern advertisement strategies. 

For example, Shinto shrines issue goshuin regularly or issue goshuin for special 

occasions, thereby inviting more tourists. On the other hand, other Shinto shrines of this 

type attempt to take advantage of animation tourism to boost visitors to them. 
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Shinto shrines’ survival strategies are divided for analysis. Nevertheless, in reality, some 

strategies are sometimes indistinguishable because the strategies have the intersectional 

characteristics of local type and inter-regional type, or the beginning was the local type 

but depends on the development of the situation, some cases also have the characteristics 

of inter-regional type. 

 

Tokyo Kyoto Kyushu

Kanda shrine Kasuga shrine Ise shrine

Tsukudo shrine Shiramine Jingu Yodohime shrine

Ohtori shrine Go-ou shrine Koura Taisha

Namiyoke shrine Kadode Hachimangu Myouken shrine

Nezu shrine Kifune shrine Kumamotojoinari shrine

Tokiwadai Tenjo shrine Hirano shrine Yamazaki Sugawara shrine

Kitano shrine Wakamiya Hachimangu Shinkai Daijingu

Mikawa-inari shrine Yuki shrine Saitsu shrine

Asakusa shrine Ayakoto Tenmangu Aoiaso shrine

Shinjuku Suwa shrine Oharano shrine Awashima shrine

Atago shrine Yasuikonpira shrine Yaku shrine

Hachiman shrine Yodo shrine Toyotamahime shrine

A shrine* Ayatokunaka shrine Suwa shrine

Asahi shrine Iwaya shrine Mitachiyamainari shrine

Nogi shrine Ooishi shrine Kego shrine

Omiya Hachimangu Awata shrine Takeo shrine

Shimoshinmei Tenjo shrine Takenobuinari shrine

Yukigaya Hachimangu Heian shrine

Tenjo shrine

Onden shrine

Amaterasumioya shrine

Seta Tamagawa shrine

Table 1. List of Shinto Shrines Contacted 
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4. Structure of Thesis 

This study is consists of five chapters to analyze the survival methods of Shinto 

shrines in modern Japan. In chapter Ⅱ, Shinto shrine-ujiko relation on historical 

perspective and current situation of Shinto shrine will be described. The beginning of the 

Shinto shrine is related to the formation of the society, clans. Shinto shrines in Japan hold 

various Shinto ceremony events, so managing the shrine alone by a Shinto priest is 

difficult. This tells the relevant reason why Shinto shrines need a strong connection with 

local areas. Nevertheless, because of social changes and changes in life patterns caused 

by rapid economic growth, fewer people care about ujigami. Besides, the number of 

Shinto believers and the number of Shinto shrines are both declining. 

In chapter Ⅲ, the study will examine the local type of survival strategies. There 

are two categories of local type, and both types are mainly focused on ujiko and people 

who live nearby. The number of ujiko is decreasing, but relations with local people 

cannot be abandoned entirely for Shinto shrines. In the local type, there are two 

subcategories. One is ujiko-related activities, such as holding traditional Shinto shrine 

rituals and organizing Shrine organizations. The other is modern-local events, such as 

secular and commercial approach and seminar-type approach. Local type can be 

considered as reinforcement of bond between a Shinto shrine and local. 

Chapter Ⅳ will elaborate on inter-regional type in survival methods; it targets 

broader regions. The inter-regional type is divided into two. One is making use of 
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goshuin, and the other is a collaboration with pop culture. Goshuin is given to people 

who prayed at the shrine. Some Shinto shrines issue limited versions, either during a 

limited time or limited quantity. This gives strong motivation to visit the shrines to 

people who enjoy collecting goshuin. In case of collaboration with pop culture, a Shinto 

shrine either appears on animation or a game, or characters have a relationship with the 

specific shrine. A Shinto shrine can expect people who enjoy the animation or game to 

visit from various regions by promoting this advantage. This phenomenon can also be 

interpreted from the perspective of animation pilgrimage. Lastly, in the chapter Ⅴ, as 

summarizing survival strategies, the study will mention the current situation of Shinto 

shrines under COVID-19 and the prospect. 
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Ⅱ Historical Background and Current Situation of Shinto 

Shrines 

1. Historical Background 

Shinto shrines were with the local community from the beginning. Before 

Shinto shrines had an architectural form which people know these days, people set up 

temporary alter and dismantle it after rites. The purpose of setting up the altar was to 

worship ujigami(氏神), the clan's god. This led clan members to live close by, so it can 

be said that the relation of Shinto shrine and local community is deep and indivisible. In 

Japan, there is an expression called ‘yaoyorozunokami’(八百万の神), which means 8 

million gods. The expression ‘yaoyorozunokami’ does not literally mean that there are 8 

million gods, but it is a metaphorical expression that tells there are many gods. 

Initially, those gods are distinguished as ujigami, clan god, chinjugami(鎮守神) 

guardian god of town, ubusunagami(産土神) guardian god of one's birthplace. As time 

goes, these distinctions disappeared, and now ujigami contains meanings of chinjugami 

and ubusunagami. Thus, in modern Japanese society, the ujigami shrine does not 

necessarily related with only people tied with blood relationships live around it. 
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Ujiko(氏子) means parish who live near the shrine. These people are essential 

to the shrine because shrine-related tasks cannot be done by one or several Shinto priests 

only. Ujiko makes a donation to the shrine, clean or repair shrine, do volunteer work at 

the shrine event, and help process, including preparation, of rites and festivals. According 

to table 1 below, only four shrines have fewer than 15 ceremonies in a year among 30 

shrines. 
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During the interview with the head priest of the Onden Shrine, she mentioned: 

The participation of ujiko (parishioners) is essential for the operation and maintenance 

of the shrine. I think the same can be said of many shrines. There are many events and 

rituals held throughout the year. Also, especially shrines run by one priest and his/her 

family are short-handed. Participating in annual events and helping preparation for 

festivals has been handed down from generation to generation. It became natural to 

participate in shrine events from an early age for ujiko. As children grow up, they will 

eventually join the ujiko association, participate in the town council's activities, and 

eventually become parishioner representatives. Nurturing parishioners, it is necessary 

to build trust between shrines and parishioners over a long period. 

Regardless of the size of the shrine, it is clear that shrines need ujiko to hold 

various events and maintain themselves. Since ujigami means god of the clan, traditional 

shrine festival is for its parishioners. This does not mean no people from outside can 

enjoy festivals. For example, the Gion Festival, one of the three major festivals in Japan, 

is famous throughout Japan and worldwide. Hence, people from various places visit 

Kyoto during the festival season to enjoy. Nevertheless, the group that prepares and 

participates in the festival is the ujiko because the festival's primary purpose is to hold 

rites for the clan's god.4  

                                           

4 A shrine festival, which widely known in Japanese is called 祭り(matsuri), 祭事(saiji), or 

~祭(sai). The Chinese character 祭, commonly used in these words, means a rite, so a shrine 
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As Shinto priests believe that ujiko are essential to the shrine, shrines are also 

influential to the Japanese and deeply engaged with their life. One notable thing is that 

sometimes people who live around the shrine call the shrine “~san” as if the shrine is a 

human. Park(2017: 66-67) stated residents use expressions such as “Omiya-san”(お宮さ

ん), “ujigami-san”(氏神さん), and “Jinju-san”(鎮守さん) as if a shrine is their neighbor 

and do not consider a shrine is just religious facility. Indeed, people who live around the 

Ishikiri-tsurugiya shrine, which is located in Higashi-Osaka, usually say Ishikiri-san 

when they call the shrine. 

Other examples can be found at revival from disaster. On March 11th, 2011, the 

Great East Japan Earthquake hit the Tohoku area. Many shrines and their rites had to be 

stopped accordingly. According to Kimura (2016), the Kumano shrine in Miyazaki 

village had no choice but to suspend its festival called the Ochiogori festival because 

damage in Hamaichi was enormous, and a family took an essential role in the festival 

was missing. Although the process of the festival has changed, it has revived two years 

later by the will of the residents. Continuing the festival after the crisis was not easy, but 

the Hamaichi people could overcome trauma through the revived festival. 

In addition, there are also cases where people wanted to build a Shinto shrine in 

the village. New villages were established in Ohachiman, Shiga prefecture. Common 

                                                                                                                   

festival means a rite for god. 
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points can be found from the situation at that time. First, because villages were newly 

established, the residents’ hometown is different, so this made the residents challenging 

to communicate. Second, the residents felt there was no vehicle to maintain their village 

and have a standard feature. Third, they eagerly wanted to build a Shinto shrine for 

integration. (Sakurai, 2010: 233~248) 

2. Current State of Shinto Shrines 

As it is mentioned, the Shinto shrine and ujiko relation is indeed mutual relation. 

A Shinto shrine needs ujiko, and ujiko needs the shrine as well. However, despite the 

significance of the Shinto shrine, many shrines have been feeling difficulty in 

maintaining. Unlike Buddhist temples in Japan, there is no entrance fee to the Shinto 

shrines. The primary sources of income of shrines in Japan are donation, hatsuhoryo(初

穂料), selling amulets, issuing goshuin(御朱印), the sign tells one visited a shrine to pray. 

If a shrine has a museum or garden, it can be one of its sources of income, but it cannot 

cover the whole budget. 

Besides, according to the Japanese constitution, politics and religion are 

separate. Thus, when a shrine needs financial support to recover from natural disasters 

such as earthquakes or typhoons, the shrine cannot receive funds from the government 

even though it has historical value. 

In Kumamoto prefecture, there is a shrine called the Aso shrine. The shrine has 
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deep historical and religious value. According to the shrine, it has more than 2000 years 

of history. In addition, until Japan abolished the “Modern system of ranked Shinto 

shrines,” Aso shrine was designated as “Kanpei-Taisha,” which means the top-ranked 

Shinto shrine, by the Japanese government, and now it is designated as “Beppyo-jinja” 

by the Association of Shinto Shrines. 5  Buildings for praying and main gate are 

designated as National Important Cultural Property. Thus, it is clear that the Aso shrine is 

historically and culturally significant. However, those cultural properties were destroyed 

by Kumamoto Earthquake in 2016. Despite its high and enormous reconstruction cost, 

the shrine largely depends on donations from ujiko and other Japanese because of the 

constitution. The total cost for reconstruction is 23million 213 thousand and 145 dollars, 

and destroyed parts expect to be restored by 2024. (Aso shrine, n.d.) 

As mentioned above, Shinto shrines need human resources to maintain. 

                                           

5 Modern System of Ranked Shinto Shrines(近代社格制度) is the system that was 

implemented after the Meiji period. Japan graded the shrines according to the Engishiki (延

喜式), which is regulations about Shinto rites, prayers, and rank of Shinto shrines compiled 

in the mid-Heian period to manage. Based on this system, the shrines were categorized into 

kansha(官社), which used to receive support from the government, shosha(諸社), and 

mukakusha(無格社). Kansha is divided into three different levels, Kanpei-Taisha(官幣大社) 

is the top. This system was abolished after WWII, and since then, all Shinto shrines were 

considered equal. Nevertheless, because treating large shrines equally like other shrines is 

inconvenient, the Association of Shinto Shrines decided to treat such shrines especially by 

implementing betpyo jinja (別表神社) system. Usually, betpyo jinja is historically and 

culturally significant, which were honored by the royal court in Heian Period. 
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However, many shrines have been struggling to survive since modern times. There are 

several reasons why many shrines are having difficulty in surviving. The reasons are 

rapid economic growth since the 1970s, changes in lifestyle, development, urbanization, 

and changes in population. During the interview with Ise Yoshihito, who is the Shinto 

priest of Amaterasu-mioya shrine in Iwate prefecture, said: 

In the past, people who volunteer for our shrine are mainly farmers, and it was easier 

for them to make time. However, recently people volunteering for the shrine are 

decreasing. This is probably because now most people work at a company, so 

arranging a time for volunteering during weekdays is not easy for them. (November 5, 

2020) 

In the past, Japan largely depended on agriculture. However, Japan’s economy 

grew rapidly from the 1970s; this caused decreased farmland area and rural population. 

Not all residents in the rural area are ujiko, but considering the number of Shinto shrines 

and the influence of shrines in Japan, It is clear that the number of ujiko also decreases, 

and the shrines have difficulties in maintaining accordingly. 
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Figure 1 Change in the Number of Shinto Believers 
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Figure 1 above shows changes in the number of Shinto believers over the past 

15 years.6 When the survey was first carried out, 117,378,185 people believe Shinto. 

There was a sharp drop in 1997, but repeats increase and decrease continuously. There 

was another sharp drop in 2014 and shows an upward tendency since after 2017. The 

increasing number of Shinto believers can be considered as a positive sign. However, a 

huge gap can be found compared to the number of Shinto believers of 1995 and 2020. 

The believers were 117,378,185 in 1995 and 88,959,345 in 2020. To be simple, 

28,418,840 of the believer decreased in 15 years, and it is the same as 24.21% decrease. 

In other words, it means 1,894,589 people decreased per year. This trend makes Shinto 

shrines difficult to survive. 

                                           

6 This graph was made based on data called “Yearbook of Religion”(宗教年鑑) which was 

published from 1995 to 2020 by Agency for Cultural Affairs(文化庁), 
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Table 2 describes changes of ujiko of Shiba shrine and the number of 

newcomers in five years. (Yamada et al., 2020: 1163) In general, all three categories in 

every area show that the ujiko population has decreased except for the children 

population at Aoi Second Street for the past five years. Also, even though the children 

population at Aoi Second Street had increased, there is only one actual increase. 

Significantly, the decrease in people who carry a portable shrine is notable. In Japanese, a 

portable shrine is called “mikoshi” or “omikoshi” and looks like a small shrine. Carrying 

a portable shrine is an essential part of the shrine festival. Abe argues that if there is no 

Children

0-14 yrs.

People in Charge of

Portable Shrine

15-64 yrs.

Women

15-64 yrs.

Kasuga 1st Street 34→19(-44%) 75→34(-55%) 69→36(-48%)

Kasuga 2nd Street 65→38(-42%) 144→68(-52%) 143→70(-51%)

Kasuga 3rd Street 42→63(50%) 106→99(-7%) 110→95(-14%)

Aoi 1st Street 45→35(-22%) 120→93(-23%) 110→91(-18%)

Aoi 2nd Street 37→24(-35%) 92→58(-37%) 109→68(-38%)

Aoi 3rd Street 38→39(2.6%) 101→70(-31%) 95→62(-35%)

Shibahara 1st Street 109→29(-73%) 155→79(-50%) 165→79(-52%)

Shibahara 2nd Street 33→28(-15%) 73→67(-8%) 73→66(-10%)

Shibahara 3rd Street 48→34(-32%) 105→79(-25%) 93→84(-10%)

Average 50→34(-32%) 107→64(-40%) 107→72(-31%)

Changes in the Population of Festival Participants

(1995→2015 (increase and decrease rate))

Table 3. Changes in population in parishioners of Shiba Shrine and the number of new 

residents over the past five years (Translated from Japanese) 
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omikoshi in the Shinto shrine festival, the festival is not considered a genuine festival. 

However, it is not omikoshi itself that important, but the god enshrined in it is essential. 

The omikoshi march is the most important symbol of the festival. (2000: 169) For this 

reason, if people who are in charge of it decrease, it would be challenging to hold shrine 

festivals regularly. 

Indeed, decreasing Shinto believers affects the decrease in the number of 

shrines. The graph below shows the changes in the number of Shinto Shrine over the past 

15 years. In 1995, 85668 Shinto shrines were recorded. The peak was 85813 shrines in 

2000, but since 2006, it has been on a decline. Similar to Figure 1, Figure 2 also shows 

declining. Considering that the birth rate in Japan is declining as well, there is a high 

possibility that Shinto believers as well decline more, and it can cause even a severe 

decrease of Shinto shrines. Therefore, the number of Shinto believers and the number of 

Shinto shrine is closely related. 
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Figure 2 Changes in the Number of Shinto Shrines 
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The decreasing number of ujiko is not the only problem that shrines have. According to 

the research about awareness of ujigami (Ishii, 2007: 67-78), the bond between shrine 

and ujiko is weakening. 

 

 

This graph shows the percentage of people who know their ujigami and those 

who do not know. Starting from 1996, although the percentage of people who know 

ujigami is higher than those who do not know, people who know ujigami is decreasing. 

Data from 2011 to 2031 is predicting outcomes. The gap between those who know 

ujigami and those who do not know gradually narrows down and reverse after 2026. 

Even now, some shrines are shutting down. If awareness about ujigami changes similar 
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Figure 3 Percentage of Awareness of Ujigami (Translated from Japanese) 
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to this graph, not many shrines will survive. 

 

In Figure 4, comparing awareness of ujigami by the size of the city, except for 

1996, it is clear that people living in 16 major cities have the lowest awareness. 

Population in major cities is usually more prominent than in other cities or rural areas. 

However, according to the graph, a large population does not guarantee greater attention 

for ujigami. There are reasons for this phenomenon. One of the reasons is that, as the 

priest of Amaterasu-mioya shrine said, more people working at companies require people 

to work from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. regularly, makes employees challenging to make time for 

participating in shrine events. Also, it looks like rural area residents have more bonds 

with ujigami. However, according to the Ishii, the percentage looks higher than others 

because the number of rural areas samples is sharply decreasing. (Ishii, 2007: 67-78) 

Figure 4 Percentage of Awareness of Ujigami by Size of City 
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For this reason, it cannot be said that people living in rural areas are more aware 

of their ujigami. In general, fewer people care about ujigami than before. In addition, the 

population of rural areas is lower than in cities, the pace of population decrease in rural 

areas is faster, and the aging population issue in rural areas is more severe than in urban 

areas. Considering that participating in demanding jobs is burdensome in old age, fewer 

ujiko will participate in shrine events in a small village. Accordingly, it will be difficult 

for rural area shrines to survive. 
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Figure 5. Current Status of Residents Participating in Shiba Shrine Festival 
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A Sign about the weakening bond between shrine and ujiko also can be found in 

another survey. Figure 5 depicts the current participation status, and figure 6 depicts the 

willingness to participate in the Shiba shrine’s festival in the future. At the moment, more 

people are participating in shrine events. Even the lowest percentage is 61%. On the 

contrary, when residents were asked willingness to participate in the future, there are not 

many people who answered “I want to participate,” and even the highest percentage for 

this is only 33%. (Yamada et al., 2020: 1163) In addition, as shown in figure 7, when 

searching ujiko on Google, the result shows “quitting ujiko” and “I want to quit ujiko 

represent” as related search terms. The two figures suggest that there is a high possibility 

that the Shiba shrine will have difficulty surviving in the future. 
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Figure 6. Residents' Willingness to Participate in the Shiba Shrine's Festival in the Future 
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Changes in lifestyle or values caused by rapid modernization have not only 

changed traditionally continued Shinto shrine culture but also threatens the existence of 

shrines that have influenced how Japanese live. It is not only in Japan that people care 

much less about religion. Similar to Japan, Catholicism is one of the major religions in 

Europe. As people can find shrines anywhere in Japan, there are Catholic churches 

everywhere in European countries. Catholic as well has influenced people’s life and 

culture, but these days, especially youth care less about attending mass or any Catholic 

holidays than the last generation. Thus, it is nothing new that people consider religion 

Figure 7. Related Search Terms of Ujiko on Google 
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less critical in modern society. 

The origin of the Shinto shrine was with the community, and shrines have been 

the center of local communities for a long time. Nevertheless, based on various evidence 

mentioned above, it is clear that Shinto shrines have difficulties maintaining because of 

the decreasing number of ujiko, fading ujiko awareness, industrialization. The number of 

shrines is slightly declining as well. People breaking away from religious communities or 

downturn of religious communities is an inevitable phenomenon. In the meantime, 

Shinto shrines are using various strategies to survive. 
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Ⅲ Local type 

Today, the Ginza area in Tokyo is considered the center of luxury and shopping. 

There are many luxury brand stores such as Hermès, Bvlgari, Louis Vuitton, Chanel, and 

Cartier and famous department stores and restaurants. During the weekend, roads are 

closed in Ginza for shoppers as well. It is difficult to imagine Ginza without being full of 

neon signs and billboards. However, before the period of rapid economic growth in Japan, 

Ginza was also a residential area. 

There are case studies about the Hachikan shrine and Asahi-inari shrine at Ginza. 

(Ishii 1988; 1990) Both shrines used to have ujiko, land, and shrine buildings. However, 

as Japan’s economy grew, there was a need to develop residential areas into commercial 

areas. The price of land soared, and residents sold their land and moved to other areas. 

Rapid economic growth accelerated urbanization. It was clear that the ujiko of both 

shrines were decreased. Because of the decrease in ujiko and shrine’s income, both 

shrines endeavored to survive. The shrine used part of the land as a parking lot to 

increase income, but it was ineffective. In the end, the shrines had to sell their whole land. 

In both locations where shrines were, buildings were built, and shrines are now in the 

corner of the buildings. 

The examples of the Hachikan shrine and Asahi-inari shrine are not the only 

case. Shimogamo shrine in Kyoto is one of the famous shrines throughout Japan. The 
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shrine is designated as a special shrine (betpyo jinja) built before or during the Heian 

period (from 794 to 1145). Besides, in the 1990s, whole shrine buildings were designated 

as World Heritage Sites. Despite the significance of the Shimogamo shrine in history and 

culture, the shrine had to decide to lend part of their land to an apartment managing 

company. In addition, according to a news article(Lee, 2018), a shrine in Kobe as well 

lent its land to a real estate company so that the company could build an apartment; in the 

case of the Akaki shrine in Tokyo, an apartment was built on the shrine’s land. (The 

Sankei News, 2017) 

The cases mentioned above are extreme cases that illustrate the decrease in 

ujiko taking an adverse role in managing a Shinto shrine. Shinto shrines constantly need 

support from their ujiko; this gives a convincing reason for the shrines to make an effort 

to keep in relation with people who live nearby. Indeed, it is said that human beings are 

creative, integrated, future-oriented beings who pursue their life goals and values in 

social relationships. Humans are born with a sense of community with a desire to bond 

with others and achieve values they value in society. (Adler, trans. La, 2009) Thus, a 

series of attempts to revitalize Shinto shrines can help the Shinto shrines to survive. 

There are various ways to keep bonds with them, and this chapter will examine the 

strategies to survive in contemporary Japan by keeping in relation with residents. 

1. Ujiko-related Activities 

1) Holding Traditional Shinto Shrine Rituals 
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As analyzed in the previous chapter, it is unambiguous that the bond between 

ujiko and the Shinto shrines has been weakened, and more people leave the shrine. 

However, traditional Shinto rituals still work as a helpful example to gather people 

because this is one of the classic and basic methods. Shinto rituals are an indispensable 

aspect of the shrines. Considering the origin of the Shinto shrine, the clan gathered for 

performing rites, this argument is valid. Thus, there is no reason for ujiko to get together 

and interact with the shrine if there are no traditional rituals. 

Also, holding shrine rituals includes rituals themselves and includes preparation 

for the rituals and activity after the shrine festival is done. Although people are busy 

every day and do not have a chance to communicate with neighbors, each ujiko can 

communicate with other ujiko by cooperating for the shrine festivals. This helps to form 

a bond among members and helps to learn a sense of community. A strong bond and 

sense of community eventually help the shrine to maintain. In the interview with the head 

priest of Awata shrine, he says: 

I think that the community (ujiko) is proud of themselves for holding the festival 

together (it feels like "our festival is good"). Also, I think it is an opportunity to blend 

into the local community by participating in festivals and events. For example, a 

person who immigrates from another region can be recognized as a companion if he 

carries a portable shrine at a festival in that locality or can be considered as a member 

of the community by contributing sponsorship money although he does not participate 

in the festival directly. (December 3rd, 2020) 
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Participating in shrine festivals or donating money for the shrine is a chance for 

existing ujiko to become more intimate. For newcomers, it is an event to be accepted as a 

member of a community. The more people participate, the easier it is to maintain a shrine. 

There is a case that number of ujiko has been increased since the festival was revived. 

The head priest of Ise shrine in Saga prefecture says: 

In 1981, I accepted the position of an assistant priest at the current Ise Shrine in Ise-

cho, Saga City, and in 2002 I was appointed as a head priest. From that time on, to 

promote the relationship between shrines and local communities, we actively 

approached the community's people. We took measures to encourage them to visit the 

shrine as much as possible. The summer festival (Bon dance), which had been 

interrupted, was revived. Also, about the O-oharai (Great Purification Ceremony), held 

twice a year, we asked residents to join and promoted it on the shrine's website. The 

number of participants, who help to prepare the festivals, increased from eight to 18. 

Usually, only male ujiko participate in the festival, but women also participate in the 

summer festival. (December 24th, 2020) 

The head priest did not mention what caused the festival to be interrupted. 

However, considering that the population of Saga prefecture is low and the characteristic 

of Saga is concentrated in the primary industry7, it can be inferred that the decline in 

                                           
7 According to Saga city, the population, including foreigners, is 231,521 as of February 

2021 and covers an area of 431.84 square meters. Statistics Bureau of Japan describes Saga's 

population as 820,000, and population by rank is 41st among 47 prefectures. According to 
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ujiko is because of the aging population and low birth rate played a crucial role in 

stopping the festival. To promote relations between the shrine and residents, the summer 

festival of the shrine was revived, and information about O-oharai was promoted 

throughout the region. This led to an increase in ujiko volunteers, which eventually 

protected the Ise shrine from closing. 

Several Shinto priests especially pointed out the preparation process for the festivals. 

Their remarks are as follows: 

Mr. Nakao (Takenobu-inari shrine in Kyoto): In the case of leaders of the local 

community attend events, because the leaders change every year, usually it is their first 

time to be in charge of the event. To do things that they are not used to, they inevitably 

have to be cooperative with other people, making a sense of unity. (November 16th, 

2020) 

Mr. Norio Niina(Suwa shrine in Nagasaki): In Nagasaki-kunchi, the residents 

communicate with others and deepen their bond by participating in Mikoshi-mori-cho 

or Odori-cho.8 In particular, there are many neighborhood groups where people of all 

                                                                                                                   

Saga Prefecture's brochure, as of 2018, Saga prefecture ranked first in tangerine, seaweed, 

and barley production, ranked second in onion, lotus root, and asparagus, and ranked third in 

soybeans and wheat production. (Saga City, n.d.) 

8 Nagasaki-kunchi, or just Kunchi in the short term, is considered the most important 

festival held in the fall. It is designated as an important intangible folk cultural asset. 

When Nagasaki Kunchi is held, 77 towns in Nagasaki City take turns performing 

dancing. Eleven villages are designated to perform dances per year. The village dedicated 
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ages, from the elderly to young children, serve a dedication dance together. Children 

are taught by adults and sometimes are scolded. Children with such experience will 

eventually grow up to adulthood and guide local children as other adults thought. In 

this way, I believe that Nagasaki-kunchi, which has continued for more than 380 years, 

has played a significant role in the parishioner region. (January 21st, 2021) 

Mr. E* (A shrine* in Tokyo): Since 1950, there have not been many ujiko in our shrine, 

so having only 2~3 priests were enough. However, I thought, "I want many people to 

come to pray," and "I want to make our shrine lively," so I started to work on 

strengthening the Shinto-style wedding, promoting new events, and focusing on rituals. 

The rituals are for the local community. The larger the size, the more people are needed, 

so we are consciously increasing the role of young people and women and establishing 

related organizations. Of course, the number of priests has increased. Now the total 

number of priests has increased to six, and the number of shrine maiden has increased 

to sixteen. I think this has made the relationship between the shrine and the community 

deeper than before. (December 6th, 2020) 

As it is shown above, held Shinto rituals help Shinto shrines not to be 

abandoned by people. Although holding Shinto rituals is not the only way the shrines 

                                                                                                                   

to dancing in that year is called Odori-cho(踊り町), meaning "dancing towns." Mikoshi-

mori-cho(神輿守町) means the towns which carry portable shrines at the festival. 

Initially, most of the festival's participants were residents, but now many tourists from 

other regions also visit. 
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depend on, cultivating a sense of community through the rituals is significant for 

maintaining shrines. Especially, in the case of the Nagasaki Suwa shrine, it is influential 

and huge enough to be designated as beppyo-jinja. However, without active cooperation 

from ujiko, such as people who perform dance and carry a portable shrine, there is no 

way to hold the Nagasaki-kunchi festival because the festival's scale is indeed significant. 

Further, if the shrine stops holding the festival, there is no reason for people to gather at 

the shrine and participate in one goal; this causes diminish of the shrine. 

In addition, A shrine’s* case also provides a helpful description that illustrates 

the importance of holding Shinto rituals. Based on Mr. E’s* description, one can guess 

that the size of the shrine was small. Not having many ujiko can result in financial 

difficulty and problems in managing the shrine. Especially in modern society, where 

individualism is more prominent than a sense of community, there is a high risk that 

people will not gather without motivation. The measures which Mr. E* took for attracting 

more ujiko resulted in more people visiting the shrine. The fact that the number of Shinto 

priests of the shrine has increased reveals that people who joined the ujiko group or 

visited the shrine have increased. 

Holding traditional Shinto shrine rituals can be interpreted as reinforcing a sense 

of community. The stronger the sense of community, the more residents become 

interested in local issues. Also, there is a significant relationship between a sense of 

community and residents' participation by actively participating in activities for regional 

development. (Choi and Jeong, 2014) Dang and Ryu(2017) say continuous participation 
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of residents is the most influential factor in rural village development. In this sense, 

making ujiko participate in shrine events can be considered as a helpful strategy for 

Shinto shrines’ survival. 

2) Organizing Shrine Organizations 

Not all Shinto shrines have a ujiko group, but the shrines have organizations 

that belong to the shrine and support it. These organizations are needed because the ujiko 

group includes people who participate in events and those who do not. On the other hand, 

the purpose of shrine organizations is to help. Some organizations overlap with ritual or 

festival preparation. Other organizations do not overlap with events but help to manage a 

shrine. The other organizations both overlap with events preparation and shrine 

management. 

Some Shinto shrines have ‘seienkai’(青年会), the youth association. They not 

only participate in Shinto rituals but also help shrine’s other events and shrine managing. 

The bigger the shrine is, the more workforce is needed. The Shimogamo Youth 

Association of the Shimogamo shrine (2015) illustrates an example. Their activities are 

such as replacing ropes which tied to the sacred tree, repotting plants to distribute people 

who want to have, planting rice at the shrine’s rice paddy, distributing steamed rice made 

of newly harvested rice, cleaning the shrine, running an information center at the shrine’s 

flea market, and selling products at the festival. Considering that the Shimogamo shrine 

is one of the most important shrines during the Heian period and is betpyo jinja which 
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was designated as World Heritage Site in 1994(Shimogamo shrine, n.d.), managing the 

shrine only with Shinto priests and shrine maiden is challenging to achieve. 

In the case of A shrine*9, the organizations related to the shrine are notable. 

Table 4 below is a list of the organizations. (Mr. E*, 2020) The scale of the shrine was 

not significant as mentioned previously, but the number of people visiting the shrine 

increase after the shrine focused on organizing groups. Looking at the descriptions of the 

organizations, it became clear why those groups are needed to support the shrine. It is not 

just a religious place where people go to pray or visit; it is similar to the small size of 

society.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

9 The name of A shrine* in Tokyo and several organizations are anonymized at the head 

priest's request. 
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Structure

The councils are divided by administrative

division and is composed of volunteers from the

residents of the town. There are 24 town

councils in shrine's ujiko area.

Role

Councils are responsible for activities related to

daily life such as crime prevention and disaster

prevention in the community.

Structure

Consists of members involved in floats used for

festivals. (Some people live in a nearby area,

others do not)

Role

It is responsible for all aspects of the festival

floats, including the displaying floats daily and

restoration of it.

Structure

Associate with members who are deeply related

with the shrines. (Both people who are nearby

residents and who are not joined)

Role

Participate in all of shrine's activities, including

mochi making and cleaning the shrine. It is also

in charge of holding parades and floats at festivals.

Structure
Composed of one to three young people selected

from the 24 local councils.

Role

Mainly in charge of large portable shrine. Also in

charge of guidance for New Year visit and

Setsubun visit.

Structure

Founded three years ago. It is a group of people

who attend university nearby. They volunteer for

festivals.

Role

Mainly responsible for the parade at the festivals,

but receltly participates in other events at the

shrine as well.

Local council

(町会)

NPO A* Float

Preservation

Association

(NPO山車保存会)

T* Association

(T*会)

Youth Ujiko

Group

(氏子青年会)

A* Club

(A*同好会)

Table 4 List of Organizations of A Shrine* 
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The shrine has five different organizations, and each group has a specific role. The local 

council does not look like it is related to A shrine*. However, it is crucial considering that 

mainly ujiko areas are divided according to the administrative district. Maintaining a 

bond between ujiko members became more critical because individuality is more valued 

than a sense of community. If ujiko group collapses, the shrine collapses as well. The 

local council’s jobs are not just being a guard of the area but also communicate with the 

residents by practicing their role. 

T Association* is similar to the ujiko group. It is also called sukeikai(崇敬会).10 

Under the situation where the birthrate is decreasing, and the population is aging, the 

system of veneration association born after the war became one of the considerations for 

raising funds for Shinto shrines. (Sukei Foundation, 2021) In terms of participating in the 

shrine events and holding parades at the festival, this group helps a crucial part. 

Also, A Club* is notable as well. The interview was conducted in 2020, and 

according to the priest, the club was established three years ago. People who joined A 

Club* are university students, not ujiko. Nevertheless, since their university is close to 

                                           
10 Like ujiko groups, sukeikai or Shinto shrine veneration group is a group of people who 

support the shrine. Not all Shinto shrines have sukeikai, but medium or large size shrines 

usually have it. Unlike the ujiko group, sukeikai is composed of people who live nearby 

shrines and live in different towns but like the shrine. In short, sukeikai is a group that 

supports a particular shrine. 
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the shrine, they became semi-ujiko.11 By embracing those students, it helps the shrine to 

give a positive impression on the region. 

Looking at the role of those five organizations, one aspect in common can be 

found. None of the organizations was founded for propagating Shinto or deepen Shinto-

related knowledge of members. The primary purpose of shrine-related organizations is to 

help the shrine to maintain. Thus, indeed getting support from locals by having such 

organizations is one of the methods to survive. 

2. Modern-local Events 

Relation between Shinto shrine and local communities is indivisible. In the past, 

the traditional way of communicating with residents was general. However, because 

people do not think shrine-related activities are as important as they used to be, a 

growing number of Shinto shrines are strengthening relations with local communities in 

various and modern ways. Some methods still have religious characteristics, but other 

methods are non-religious and secular. 

1) Secular and Commercial Approach 

                                           
11 Embrace the people, who work or attend school nearby, is not an atypical case. Not only A 

shrine*(anonymized), but also Onden shrine in Tokyo also welcomes people who work 

nearby and support the shrine, and treat those people as part of the shrine. Although the 

people are not ujiko, the shrines see them as part of their community. This is important 

because the common goal of Shinto shrines in Japan is to be developed with locals. 
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Yamana Hachimangu in Takasaki city, Kunma prefecture, is a successful case 

that made residents visit the shrine by focusing on communication with local 

communities. Because of the decrease in population due to the low birthrate and aging 

population, shrines located in the provinces are becoming more difficult to maintain. 

Indeed Takasaki city is no exception to the population decline. As of March 31st, 2021, 

the population of the city was 371,585. It was 372,189 in 2020, 373,114 in 2019, and 

374,168 in 2018. (Takasaki City, n.d.) 

According to the shrine’s webpage, Yamana Hachimangu has been conducting 

four projects for local. Among those projects, two of them are commercial. One unique 

aspect is that there is a café in the shrine. Having a commercial facility in the shrine is 

not common.12 However, managing this café is to provide a place for mothers and 

children where they can have organic natural food without concern about artificial 

flavors. (Yamana Hachimangu, n.d.) According to an article, this café also sells supplies 

for childbirth and childcare. (Ishii, 2019) Considering that Yamana Hachimangu is 

known for giving birth safely and parenting, such an attempt by the shrine directly 

influences mothers’ minds. In addition to the café, there is a bakery in the shrine that sells 

                                           

12 Some people might argue that a place for selling amulets in the shrine is a commercial 

facility. It is true that to pay for something looks like commercial action. However, looking at 

the Japanese expression, the word uses for amulet shop is jyuyojyo (授与所) which means a 

place for giving amulets to people. In the Shinto belief system, an amulet is considered to be 

god's other-self. Thus, if a shrine uses the word hanbai(販売), that is the same as the shrine 

sells their god. 
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bread made from natural yeast and domestic wheat. 

 

The reason for implementing these projects is that priests of the shrine felt 

shrines are becoming more and more distant from the Japanese and want to make the 

shrine a place where people feel comfortable in their daily lives. (Ishii, 2019) These 

methods, which emphasize the characteristics of the shrine, have succeeded in attracting 

people's attention. Figure 8 above shows the results of a related search term of Yamana 

Hachimangu on Google. The first and third related search term mean Yamana 

Figure 8. Related Search Term of Yamana Hachimangu on Google 
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Hachimangu café and Yamana Hachimangu bread. In 2017, the shrine won Good Design 

Award for Regional and Community development and social contribution activities. 

(Good Design Award, n.d.) Indeed, According to Mr. Yamaguchi, who is one of the priest 

of Yamashina-Hachimangu, described that the number of people coming to the shrine has 

increased considerably. (Ishii, 2019) 

Figure 9 illustrates the frequency of searching Yamana Hachimangu on Google 

from January 2004 to March 2021. Although the graph is still indented even after 201613, 

the frequency of searching Yamana Hachimangu on Google has increased compared to 

before 2016. The average annual frequency of searches before 2016 was 8.3 in 2007, 5.5 

in 2010, 6.7 in 2011, 4.2 in 2012, 11.5 in 2013, 6.3 in 2014, and 13.2 in 2015. There were 

no searches in other years before 2016. On the other hand, the average was 17.8 in 2016, 

13.9 in 2017, 35.2 in 2018, 26.6 in 2019, and 28.8 in 2020. Comparing before and after 

implementing the project, it is clear that the project successfully attracted residents to the 

shrine. 

 

 

 

                                           
13 According to Ishii’s article, Mr. Yamaguchi started Yamanashi-Hachiman Renewal Project 

for locals from 2016. Also, it was before opening the café that a place for local mothers was 

set up. 
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Figure 9. Frequency of Searching Yamashina Hachimangu on Google 
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The case of the Mitoshi shrine as well demonstrates a prime example that 

revives the shrine from the downturn. According to articles, in the past, there were 

35,000 households of ujiko. However, when Ms. Higashikawa, the current priest of 

Mitoshi shrine, first visited the shrine, only a few people had been visiting the shrine, and 

shrine buildings were about to collapse. (Mainichi Shinbun, 2017; Sankei, 2017; Miyake, 

n.d.) Looking at the map, it is simple to find that the shrine is located in a remote rural 

area, making it difficult to maintain. To make people visit shrines, one way she 

implemented is to open a café that sells food made from local ingredients. (Mitoshi 

Shrine, n.d.) In this case, also, the shrine successfully attracted residents, and it helped 

the shrine restore damaged buildings. 

A shrine running café can be found in other shrines. Table 4 below shows a list 

of café that the Shinto shrines own. The original purpose of running a café was to make 

residents visit a shrine more, and indeed it helped many people to visit a shrine. Besides, 

in several cases, the local response to run the cafe was positive, making tourists from 

other regions visit the shrine. As mentioned in the previous chapter, sometimes, the 

distinction between local type and inter-regional type is not absolute. In this case, the 

strategy initiated to attract residents helped the Shinto shrine and eventually became 

known to people living in other regions. 
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2) Seminar Type Approach 

In some cases, Shinto shrines hold events, such as lessons, seminars, and 

workshops. According to the Yayoi shrine in Kanagawa, it holds various kinds of 

seminars and workshops. Some seminars are conducted to give basic knowledge about 

Shinto so that people can understand the shrine and feel comfortable with it. There are 

also workshops in which people can make objects related to Japanese culture, such as 

goshuin-cho14, paper fan, incense pouch, and amulet pouches. 

According to an article, it was 2015 when Ms. Ikeda, one of the priests in the 

Yayoi shrine, first held a workshop for local people to feel comfortable at the shrine. In 

                                           

14 Goshuin-cho (御朱印帳) is like a small size notebook for collecting goshuin(御朱印). 

Goshuin is a stamp that symbolizes one visited and prayed at the Shinto shrine or Buddhist 

temple. 

Location Name of Shrine Name of café

Shizuoka Kinomiya shrine Houko

Yamagata Kumano-Taisha icho café

Kyoto Shimogamo shrine Saruya

Tokyo Agaki shrine Agaki café

Saitama Kawagoe-Hikawa shrine Musubi café

Kanagawa Hotoku-Ninomiya shrine Kinjiro café

Tochigi Motomiya shrine Hongu café

Kagawa Konpiragu Kamitsubaki

Tokyo Kanda-Myojin Masumasu

Kanagawa Tsuruoka-Hachimangu Kazenomori

Table 5. List of Café Owned by Shinto Shrines 
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the article, Ms. Ikeda mentioned that the number of participants in the event is increasing. 

(Ishii, 2019) Indeed, according to Google Trends, a difference can be found between 

before 2014 and after 2014. Figure 10 shows the frequency of searching Yayoi shrine on 

Google from January 2004 to March 2021. The highest level of interest was higher 

before 2014 than after 2014. However, before 2014, the gap between high and low levels 

of interest was enormous. The highest was 100, and the lowest was zero. Also, there were 

more times when the level was zero. On the other hand, after 2014, although the highest 

level of interest was 29, the number of times that interest was zero was much less than 

before 2014. This describes, as can be inferred from what Ms. Ikeda said, lessons and 

workshops made people have interests in the Yayoi shrine. 
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Figure 10. Frequency of Searching Yayoi Shrine on Google 
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Other shrines also provide lessons or workshop sessions to people. For example, 

Yamana Hachimangu, which was previously mentioned, offers a place where children 

can play and classes for high school students to teach English and Math. (Yamana 

Hachimangu, n.d.) Mitoshi shrine as well holds events such as lectures about Shinto, day 

trips, and field trips, according to their webpage. (Yamabito Tours, n.d.) The purpose of 

holding such events is to make residents feel comfortable about Shinto and Shinto 

shrines so that people can continuously visit the shrine. 

To sum up, the local type that Shinto shrine implementing for surviving can be 

divided into two categories. The first is ujiko-related activities, and the second is holding 

modern-local events. Ujiko-related activities are the classic type of maintaining Shinto 

shrines, and those activities also help to revive the shrines that are struggling with 

survival at the same time. Ujiko-related activities are divided into two subcategories. 

Those are holding traditional Shinto shrine rituals, and the other is organizing shrine 

organization. 

Because Shinto shrines cannot be separated from nearby residents, holding 

traditional Shinto shrine rituals gives reason to ujiko visiting the shrine. If there are no 

Shinto rituals, there is no reason to people gather, and if people do not gather, a shrine 

loses human and financial support to managing the shrine. Organizing shrine 

organization is also an essential way of survival. It is arduous to clean, restore, and 

manage a Shinto shrine with only a few Shinto priests and shrine maidens. Therefore, the 

shrine needs human resources which can take care of the shrine. 
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Holding modern-local events also can be divided into two sub-categories. The 

first is the secular and commercial approach. This means to open a face at the shrine. 

Having a commercial place at the religious facility can be seen as contradicting aspect. 

However, by allowing people to come to school without pressure, Shinto shrines can 

approach people in a friendly way to build a bond between the people and the shrine. The 

following sub-category is the seminar-type approach. Some classes are not related to 

Shinto, and some are related. In either way, providing exciting events is adequate to 

attract people. Also, similar to the secular and commercial approach, implementing the 

seminar type approach is not only for religious reasons but also for increasing nearby 

residents to visit the shrine. In the situation where people are leaving Shinto shrines, 

these strategies were successfully applied and increased residents' visits to the shrine. 
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Ⅳ Inter-regional type 

In the previous chapter, this study examined the local type of methods for 

Shinto shrine’s survival. Those methods are effective in terms of interacting with nearby 

residents. However, in modern Japanese society, surviving by implementing local type is 

not enough. There is a limit in depending on the local community only. The history of the 

community in postwar Japan was a process of weakening the relationship between Ie (家, 

house), Mura (村, village), and Machi (町, town). In particular, industrialization, 

urbanization, and nuclear familiarization occurred throughout Japanese society during the 

high economic growth period. Communities in narrow areas were dismantled during this 

high economic growth process. (Koochi, 2006) 

Indeed, although Shinto shrines have tried to re-connect with residents in recent 

years, it is also true that the number of ujiko is decreasing, and interest in ujigami or 

bond between the people and the shrine is weakening in general. This brought reason to 

Shinto shrines to widen the targeted area. Visitors from other areas might not be able to 

participate in the preparation process of the shrine’s ritual, but they can bring financial 

benefit and help increase the shrine’s popularity. For example, suppose 50 people live 

near the shrine, and each of them buys a 1000 yen amulet. In this case, the shrine can 

earn 50,000 yen, which is about 500 dollars, only. However, if 50 people from other 
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cities also buy an amulet, the shrine can earn 100,000 yen, equivalent to 1000 dollars 

total. 

In addition, due to the influence of technology and media development, it 

became easier to find information and news about Shinto shrines far away. Now it 

became popular to share photos and stories on Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook. Using 

hashtags, it has become easier to find an appreciation of a particular topic on SNS. 

Suppose one searches Google for a specific area+ Shinto shrine or certain area+ goshuin. 

In that case, it is easy to find postings that introduce such as top 10 Shinto shrines in 

Kyoto or top 10 popular goshuin in Tokyo. 

The aspects mentioned above made the boundaries of the community or town 

meaningless. Also, in the situation where Shinto shrines have trouble managing the 

shrine, there is no reason not to attract tourists. In this chapter, the study will examine 

what methods Shinto shrine implements to affect the broader area so that they can 

survive. 

1. Goshuin(御朱印) 

When goshin came into being is unclear, but the prevailing view is that goshuin 

was given to people between the end of the Muromachi and the early Edo periods. Since 

this period was when Buddhism and Shinto were forced to be merged, whether goshuin 

originated from Buddhism or Shinto is ambiguous as well. Some theories demonstrate 
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the origin of goshuin. This theory argues that goshuin was initially a seal of acceptance 

given to people when they turn in hand-copied Buddhist sutras to temples. However, 

Goshuin is given as proof that one visited the Shinto shrines or Buddhist temples and 

prayed in contemporary Japan. 

It is expected that Shinto shrines issue goshuin, except for some shrines which 

have no shrine staff to stay. Usually, goshuin costs from 300 yen to 500 yen. Shrines also 

issue special goshuin, which generally cost more than normal goshuin, such as seasonal 

goshuin, monthly goshuin, and goshuin for special occasions. In Japan, there is a popular 

trend which is called goshuin-meguri(御朱印巡り). Goshuin-meguri is visiting various 

Shinto shrines to collect different kinds of goshuin. Therefore, goshuin is the way helping 

Shinto shrines to survive. 

It has not been popular until recently. According to Google Trends, it was 

January 2014 when Shinto shrine goshuin became a trend in Japan. Except for the sharp 

decrease from February 2020 to April 2020, the graph has been on a steady rise since 

2014, and the searching frequency has been on the rise again since May 2020. Some 

websites introduce unique goshuin. Also, there are books published which introduce 

popular goshuin in each region, such as “39 Goshuin and Shinto Shrines in Ibaraki” 

(Editor's Office of the way the earth walks, 2021). Indeed, during the interview with the 

priest of the Tsukudo shrine, the priest (2020) said, “The number of people who come to 

visit the shrine to receive goshuin has increased rapidly, especially in the past ten years.”  
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Figure 11. Frequency of Searching Shinto Shrine Goshuin on Google 
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Figure 12. Normal Goshuin 
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 Figure 13. Limited Version of Goshuin 
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Figure 1215 is picture of normal goshuin and Figure 1316 is the limited version 

of goshuin. In general, people can get normal goshuin regardless of the time. On the 

other hand, limited edition goshuin, which reflects the characteristics of each season or a 

particular situation, are issued only for a fixed period or are in a fixed quantity. This 

gives rareness, stimulating the need for collection. In an experiment that studied the 

relevance of methods of framing advertisement messages and its effects, it was found out 

that messages, which imply scarcity, can lead to effects that promote consumers' 

intention to purchase. (Kim and Boo, 2007, 183-203) 

Indeed, many Shinto shrines regard goshuin as a marketing strategy. Onden 

shrine located in Toyo was once frequently visited by ujiko. However, after the former 

head priest, a man, passed away and his daughter, who is the current head priest, took the 

position, the number of people who visited the shrine decreased. In an interview with the 

head priest of the Onden shrine, said: 

As for worshippers, we started issuing monthly limited goshuin around the 

spring of last year. Since we started posting it on Instagram, the number of worshippers, 

who want to get limited goshuin, has increased. Among those people, there are many 

women in their 40s and older, but there are also many women in their 20s and 30s. Also, 

the number of foreign tourists has increased as well. After limited editions were 

                                           

15 Images of goshuin are from the author’s goshuin collection 

16 Ibid. 
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introduced on books and websites, the number of people who visited our shrine 

repeatedly increased. I realized that the number of worshipping members could not 

increase unless the shrine shows new advantages to attract interest in the shrine. 

(November 23rd, 2020) 

As Kim and Boo’s study found out, the messages that imply scarcity, 

mentioning the goshuin is issued for a limited period, successfully promoted consumers' 

intention to get, increased the number of people visiting Onden shrine to get special 

goshuin. 
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The case of the Onoterusaki shrine and its goshuin is also notable. Onoterusaki 

shrine promotes unique limited versions of goshuin every month on Instagram, as shown 

in figure 14, and its quantity is also limited. Limited time, limited quantity, and unique 

design stimulate people who have a desire to collect. This psychological stimulus creates 

an extreme motivation for people to come to the shrine. Besides, the Onoterusaki shrine’s 

monthly special gosuin makes people visit the shrine constantly. 

Figure 14. Monthly goshuin of Onoterusaki Shrine 
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Visiting a specific place repeatedly or being repeatedly exposed to a particular 

subject gives the subject a high degree of intimacy and loyalty. Kim Hyogyu's study 

(2012) found out the relationship between the frequency of exposure to advertisements 

and viewers' awareness. The study describes that more than 90% of the viewers exposed 

to the advertisement only once did not remember its contents. On the other hand, when 

people were exposed to an advertisement more than twice, 15% of viewers remembered 

content advertisement. This indicates the importance of repeated exposure. It also argues 

that the more people recognize an advertisement, the higher the advertising effect, such 

as positive attitude toward advertisement and willingness to purchase. 

This also can apply to the Onoterusaki shrine. Since collecting goshuin is a 

popular trend in Japan and people travel around to collect it, issuing different types of 

goshuin makes collectors visit the Onoterusaki shrine every month. Repeatedly visiting 

the shrine can be considered as being exposed to an advertisement regularly. Issuing 

different kinds of goshuin every month brings a fixed income to the shrine and can make 

people feel close to the shrine. If this pattern continues, people's loyalty to the shrine will 

increase, which can serve as the basis for a long-term solution to the shrine’s survival. 

Another unique case can be found in Kyoto. Since 2015, the Kenkun shrine, 

Awata shrine, Fujimori shrine, and Toyokuni shrine in Kyoto have held Touken Goshuin 

Event together. 17  During this event, each shrine issues a unique goshuin, which 

                                           
17 In Touken Goshuin Event, Touken stands for Japanese game Toukenranbu. The characters 
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highlights the character's characteristics. It attracted many people who sincerely enjoy 

the game from various regions in Japan. Since there are four different kinds of goshuin, 

people who want to collect all need to visit those shrines, pray, and get goshuin. 

In many cases, people pay when they pray and get goshuin. In this process, 

visitors have to pay, so the shrine can expect a significant income. According to the 

Fujimori shrine, in the last year, Touken goshuin was 700 yen, which cost more than 

normal goshuin. Considering the popularity of the game, this event was successful in 

attracting people to the shrine and resulted in financial benefits for the shrines. This is a 

valuable opportunity to raise people's awareness of the four shrines and pave the way for 

survival. 

2. Collaboration with Pop Culture 

Japan is known as a mecca for animations and games. As various works are 

overflowing, there are cases that either background is related to a Shinto shrine or the 

characters are related to a certain Shinto shrine. Religious place and secular aspect can be 

regarded as the opposite concept, which is difficult to combine. St. Peter's Square in 

Vatican City, Myeongdong Cathedral in Seoul, Samguangsa in Busan have appeared as 

backgrounds of the movie. However, none of the places vigorously took that advantage 

                                                                                                                   

in this game are personified Japanese swords. Some of the characters are related to Shinto 

shrines. The four Shinto shrines mentioned above are related to the characters. The shrines 

cooperate and hold goshuin events every year. 
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into promotion. 

Unlike the cases mentioned above, Shinto shrines, which appeared as a 

background of animation or related to characters, actively take advantage into promotion. 

Ishikiri-tsurugiya shrine is located in Higasgi Osaka city. The shrine is a famous place 

among nearby residents. However, it was not widely known as Sumiyoshi Taisha in 

Osaka or Heian Jingu in Kyoto. In addition, its location is not downtown. 

In the game Touken-ranbu, there is a character called Ishikirimaru. There is a 

sword that became the motif of the character. Ishikiri-tsurugiya shrine actively uses that 

advantage to promote the shrine and attract people who enjoy the game. The shrine did 

not use the image of the Ishikirimaru. However, they regularly disclose the sword to the 

general public, taking advantage of its use as a motif for the character. During the 

exhibition, the shrine also sells souvenirs of Ishikirimaru. Not only people from various 

places visited the shrine because of the shrine's relevance to the character. Besides, 

people who are interested in the Ishikiri-tsurugiya shrine have increased significantly 

compared to before 2014. 

Figure 15 below describes the frequency of searching Ishikiri-tsurugiya Shrine 

on Google. The game Toukenranbu was released in 2015. As it is shown in the graph, the 

frequency was not high and stable. However, since 2015, although there are times when 

the search frequency is low, more people search about Ishikiri-tsurugiya Shrine. The 

frequency is high in spring and fall on average; it is when the shrine opens the sword 
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exhibition for the public. 
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Figure 15. Frequency of Searching Ishikiri-tsurugiya Shrine on Google 
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Kanda Myojin or Kanda shrine in Tokyo is also known for appearing as the 

background of popular animations and games such as Love Live, Sword Art Online, and 

Hiroaka. Like other Shinto shrines that collaborate with pop culture, Kanda Myojin also 

sells amulets, ema, a small flat piece of wood that people can write down their wishes 

and hang it on, and posters with animation characters on those. Besides, there is one 

impressive aspect of this shrine, the Kanda Festival. They collaborate with animations 

and games in which the shrines appeared as background. (Yui, 2019) Considering its 

religious importance and the Kanda Festival is one of the three major festivals in Japan, 

collaboration with animations and games has significance. 

Unlike other survival strategies, a collaboration between a Shinto shrine and 

pop culture is not happening every month or every season. Nevertheless, the reason why 

this kind of collaboration is essential is that there is a culture called anime seichi 

junrei(アニメ聖地巡礼), which means animation pilgrimage. Anime seichi junrei is a 

trend for visiting places that have appeared in animation. This culture serves as a means 

to revitalize the declining small and medium-sized cities. 

Numazu is a small city in Sizuoka prefecture. After the animation Love Live 

Sunshine was released, the number of tourists who visit Numazu rapidly increased, and 

the local economy revived. (Lee, 2020) Numazu is not the only case that shows a small 

city revived by the influence of pop culture. Saga prefecture was one of the least 

attractive areas in Japan. In attractiveness rankings of the prefecture, Saga prefecture 
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ranked 44 among 47 prefectures. (Walker Pluse, 2019) From October 2018 to December 

2018, an animation called Zombie Land Saga was a big hit in Japan. Lee (2021: 156) 

mentions that because of the popularity of animation, changing the image among young 

people about Saga Prefecture was possible. Indeed, in 2019, Saga prefecture ranked third 

in the 'Regions Where Hope to Migrate' rankings among the 20s. (Return to Hometown 

Support Center, 2020 cited by Lee, 2018: 156) 

Not all pilgrimage spots are related to Shinto shrines. However, some are related 

to Shinto shrines, such as Kanda Myojin mentioned above, Suga shrine with Your Name, 

and Washinomiya shrine with Lucky Star. The influence of animation pilgrimage, or 

contents tourism in a broader sense, can also be applied to Shinto shrines. The changes in 

the searching frequency of Ishikir-tsurugiya shrines proved this. Also, seals of animation 

amulets, ema, and posters of Kanda Myojin support collaboration with pop culture, 

which is one of the survival methods of Shinto shrines. 

It is clear that for the Shinto shrine’s survival, relation with nearby residents is 

essential. However, there is a limit to relying on nearby residents only. In the case of 

Shinto shrines in small cities or rural areas, the population is low compared to the 

population in major cities. In less populated areas, the number of people who can visit 

shrines is small. There are fewer people who can donate financial support, so Shinto 

shrines in less populated or rural areas have difficulty managing the shrine. In addition, 

people are not putting as much importance on regionalism as they used to be. 
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These conditions made Shinto shrines implement other methods which can 

target broader areas. The methods can be divided into two categories. The first is goshuin. 

Goshuin itself is not a new practice, but collecting goshuin became a new trend recently. 

By issuing limited addition of goshuin, such as monthly, seasonal, and for special 

occasions, the shrine can expect people to visit regularly. Regular visits to the shrine can 

be regarded as being exposed to the shrine regularly. In terms of marketing, this makes 

people feel familiar with the shrine and have a good impression. 

Another inter-regional method is a collaboration with pop culture. As animation 

pilgrimage, or contents tourism in a broader sense, became a trend in Japan, visiting 

places that appeared in animations and games has become significant. The Shinto shrines 

related to animations and games actively utilize such advantages to promote the shrine to 

fans. As animation pilgrimage has helped revive depopulated small cities, collaboration 

with pop culture indeed helps attract people’s attention to the Shinto shrines. 
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Ⅴ Conclusion 

This study aims to illustrate the current status of Shinto shrines and analyze the 

survival methods of Shinto shrines in modern Japan. Shinto Shrine has been deeply 

rooted in Japanese society for a long time. The beginning of the Shinto shrine is related 

to the formation of the society as clans lived together. The routine of Shinto was arranged 

based on agrarian society. Since the Edo period, as pilgrimage became popular among 

ordinary people, numerous people left their hometowns and traveled. In addition, as the 

number of people who travel for pilgrimage increased, roads that connect major areas 

were developed as well as the economy of the area where the major Shinto shrine is 

located. (Kweon, 1997) 

Even in modern Japan, Shinto shrines are together with Japanese people. Shinto 

shrines can be easily found everywhere in Japan. Japanese people go to Shinto shrines in 

crucial moments of life, such as praying for newborns, children’s health, successful 

university entrance exam, and wedding. For the Shinto shrine festival, ujiko members 

cooperate for festival preparation, and nearby residents come out to enjoy. Furthermore, 

hatsumode, visiting Shinto shrines or Buddhist temples on New Year’s Day, is a typical 

Japanese custom. In 2009, among the top 10 Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples that 

were visited for hatsumode, seven of the places are Shinto shrines. Meiji Jingu, which 

3.19million people visited, is the top, Fushimi-inari Taisha is the top 4 visited by 2.77 
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million people. Tsuruoka Hachimangu was visited by 2.51 million people, Sumiyoshi 

Taisha and Atsuta Jingu were visited by 2.35 million people. 2.05 million people visited 

the Omiya Hikawa shrine, and 2.04 people visited Dazaifu Tenmangu. (National Police 

Agency, 2009) 

According to these aspects, Shinto shrines appear to be the most beloved 

religious facilities, unlike Catholic churches and Buddhist temples in Japan. On the 

contrary, however, the actual situation of the Shinto shrines is not optimistic. Causes such 

as rapid economic growth, changes in life patterns, urbanization, depopulation in rural 

areas, and more job opportunities in big cities made people care less about Shinto shrines 

in their community. 

Indeed, the number of Shinto believers is decreasing, and the number of Shinto 

shrines is also decreasing. Because a Shinto shrine cannot be managed by a Shinto priest 

alone, if ujiko leaves Shinto shrine or local people do not visit the shrine, it cannot 

survive in modern Japanese society. According to an article, including the Shinto shrines 

that are not included in the Association of Shinto Shrines, there are 100,000 shrines in 

Japan. This number is higher than the number of convenience stores in Japan. 

Nevertheless, as of 2016, only 2% of Shinto shrine earns more than 100 million yen a 

year, 60% of the Shinto shrines earn less than three million yen per year, and it is 

estimated that about 40 percent of the shrines could disappear by 2040. (Fukunaga and 

Tatsuya, 2017) 
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This situation brought adequate reason to adhere to or adopt survival methods 

for not being disappeared. The survival methods can be divided into two categories. The 

first is the local type. There are ujiko-related activities and modern-local events in the 

local type. Ujiko-related activities are the traditional method of managing Shinto shrines. 

Since the origin of the Shinto shrine is deeply related to ujiko, the shrine cannot survive 

without support from them. The second is the modern-local event. This is to open 

commercial facilities, such as café, in the shrine or hold class-type events. This method 

aims to make nearby residents feel comfortable and intimate about Shinto shrines by 

providing various events. 

The second is the inter-regional type. Because of the relation between Shinto 

shrines and ujiko, abandon those aspects is impossible for Shinto shrines. Nevertheless, it 

is also clear that the shrines cannot only depend on ujiko and locals because there is a 

limit in the number of ujiko. The inter-regional type is also divided into two 

subcategories. The first subcategory is goshuin. Goshuin is proof that shows one prayed 

at the shrine. Some Shinto shrines issue limited versions of goshuin, such as monthly or 

seasonal, so that people who like to collect goshuin visit the shrine regularly. This helps 

visitors to have a positive impression of the shrine, and the shrine can also expect 

financial advantages by issuing goshuin. The other is a collaboration with pop culture. 

Unlike Catholic churches or Buddhist temples, when Shinto shrines appear on animation 

as background or related to characters from games or animations, the shrines take that 

advantage. In this case, the shrines promote themselves to attract fans who enjoy it. In 
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Japan, anime seichi junrei, which means animation pilgrimage, is a popular trend. Also, 

there are actual cases that the local economy has developed due to the anime seichi junrei. 

Thus, Shinto shrines can expect to survive in the same context. 

Considering all aspects, uniqueness concerning Shinto shrines and Japanese 

society is more distinctively found in inter-regional type. In other religions such as 

Catholicism, Protestantism, Buddhism, and Islam, having religious facility-driven and 

secular promoting methods is arduous. On the other hand, in the inter-regional survival 

method, the border between religion and secularity is not strict. This can be said 

ambiguous feature. However, this is rather embracing and casual. For example, although 

goshuin has historical backgrounds, collecting goshuin these days is more similar to 

stamp rally. Stamp rally in Japan is used as means of promotion. It allows people to visit 

designated places, get stamps and presents souvenirs to visitors who visited all places. 

Stamp rally is observed in various fields in Japan. Kobe city implements it to promote 

the dessert industry (Park, 2018). The literature stamp rally was held to promote tourist 

attractions in Kamakura (Kwon, 2021), and Hidaka village held a stamp rally to promote 

omelet rice street. (Yosuke, 2021) 

Indeed goshuin collectors are sometimes criticized for being excessively 

inappropriate, selling goshuin on the internet, or treating goshuin as stamp rally. 

(Fukutomi 2019; Machidori 2019; Yasumi and Kawasaki 2017) However, despite these 

issues mentioned, goshuin and stamp rally have similar purposes and effects. Also, 

animations and games are what Japan is famous for, so a religious facility that 
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collaborates with pop culture is another characteristic that can be found in Japan, not in 

other countries. Therefore, it can be said that the inter-regional type illustrates a 

distinctive Japanese feature. 

Despite the attempts to do a detailed analysis, there are limits to this study. 

Conducting fieldwork in Japan was planned to find more accurate information, but 

because of COVID-19, visiting Japan was not allowed by the Japanese government. Thus, 

there are limits on the quality and quantity of interviews. Also, this research tried to find 

the general trend of the survival method. However, it could only include cases of Shinto 

shrines where it has a website. 

Shinto shrines will not simply disappear because of their significance. However, 

that does not necessarily mean that the future of the shrine is positive. The number of 

Shinto believer and Shinto shrines are decreasing. Besides, communities in a traditional 

sense no longer exist. There are many changes in people's values, so they do not put as 

much value on the areas where they were born and raised. These aspects make Shinto 

shrines even more difficult to survive. 

Besides, since after rapid economic growth, Shinto shrines are now 

experiencing their most challenging time because of COVID-19. In the interviews with 

Shinto priests, many priests said people visiting the shrine have decreased, and there was 

an unexpected expense for buying masks and sanitizers. They also commonly said they 

had to cancel or reduce the festival's scale, so the income, which Shinto shrines can earn 
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from the festival, was reduced entirely. Indeed, the number of people visiting Shinto 

shrines for New Year’s Day sharply decreased. In the case of Meiji Jingu, the number of 

visitors decreased by 75% compared to the previous year. (The Sankei News, 2021) 

Much effort is needed to protect Shinto shrines, which have deeply integrated 

with the life of Japanese and Japanese customs, from diminishing. Although many Shinto 

shrines adopting various methods to survive in this situation, there are still more Shinto 

shrines that do not have a webpage to promote themselves. As of 2011, only 1.5% of 

Shinto shrines that belong to the Association of Shinto Shrine have a website. (Kurosaki, 

2012: 275) If this is the case, Shinto shrines without web pages, especially those in rural 

areas that lack access to technology, will disappear as depopulated areas disappear. The 

same goes for Shinto shrines in big cities. Although they have more chances to open and 

manage websites and attract more visitors if they do not try to adapt survival method or 

attached to traditional method only, even the most famous Shinto shrine would not be 

able to survive in the changing modern society. In order to prevent the decrease in Shinto 

shrines that have significant influences on Japanese society, it is necessary to help 

prepare survival measures for the shrines in depopulated areas. Shinto shrines need to 

introduce modern and diverse survival methods in marketing, advertising, and public 

relations. 
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국문 초록 

신사(神社)는 오랜 시간 동안 일본 사회에서 존재해왔기 때문에 그 중요성은 

상당하다. 교토의 기온 마츠리, 도쿄의 칸다 마츠리, 오사카의 텐진 마츠리 등 

일본의 3대 축제는 모두 야사카 신사, 칸다 신사, 오사카 덴만구의 축제이다. 

또한, 새해 첫날 갓난아기들을 위해 신사를 참배하는 것은 일본에서 친숙한 

풍경이다. 

역사적으로, 신사의 시작은 사회의 형성과 관련이 있다. 초기 신사는 씨족의 

신을 숭배하기 위해 지어졌다. 따라서 신사와 인근 주민들 간의 밀접한 관계

가 형성되었다. 또한, 오래 전에는 농업인구가 더 많았기 때문에 사람들의 협

조를 기대하기가 비교적 수월하였다.  

신사에서는 1년내내 다양한 의식과 행사를 치른다. 따라서 신자들의 도움 없

이는 신사를 유지하기가 어렵다. 이는 신사와 지역 주민과의 강력한 연계가 

필요한 이유이기도 하다. 그러나 급속한 경제성장에 따른 사회적 변화와 생활

방식의 변화로 인해 신사에 관심을 두는 사람들이 줄어들었다. 또한 신사와 

그 신도들의 숫자가 감소하고 있다. 

이 연구는 신사의 생존 방법을 두 가지 유형으로 분류했다. 그 중 하나는 로
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컬 유형이다. 이 유형은 우지코(氏子, 신사에 소속된 신자)와 주변에 사는 사

람들에게 주로 초점을 맞춘다. 우지코의 수가 빠르게 줄어들고 있지만, 신사

로서는 신자들과의 관계를 완전히 포기할 수는 없다. 

신사의 생존방식은 크게 로컬 유형과 인터리저널 유형으로 나눠진다. 로컬 유

형에는 두 개의 하위 범주가 있다. 하나는 우지코와 관련된 전통적 신사 의식

을 거행하고 신사 조직을 조직하는 등의 활동이다. 다른 하나는 세속적이고 

상업적인 접근과 세미나형 접근과 같은 현대적 지역 행사들이다. 로컬유형은 

신사와 인근 지역 간의 유대를 강화한 것으로 볼 수 있다. 

생존 방법의 또 다른 유형은 인터리저널 유형으로, 더 넓은 지역을 대상으로 

한다. 이 유형 또한 두 개의 하위 범주로 나뉜다. 하나는 고슈인(御朱印)을 이

용한 것이고, 다른 하나는 대중문화와의 콜라보레이션이다. 고슈인은 신사에

서 기도한 사람들에게 주어지는 증표이다. 일부 신사에서는 계절 한정 또는 

이달의 고슈인과 같은 한정판을 발행한다. 이는 고슈인을 수집하기 위해 신사 

참배를 즐기는 사람들에게 강한 동기를 부여한다. 인터리저널 유형의 다른 하

위 범주는 대중문화와의 콜라보레이션이 있다. 일본은 애니메이션과 게임들이 

다양하고 또한 그러한 산업이 상당히 발달하면서 신사가 애니메이션이나 게

임의 배경으로 등장하는 경우도 있으며 애니메이션이나 게임의 캐릭터들이 

특정한 신사와 관련이 있는 경우도 있다. 그러한 신사들은 거주지와 상관없이 
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팬들을 끌어모으기 위해 이러한 이점을 활용한다. 일본의 과소지역이 대중문

화와의 협업을 통해 경제회복을 이룬 사례가 있는 만큼 신사와 대중문화의 

콜라보레이션이 신사의 부활에도 도움이 된다. 

이번 연구는 두 가지 생존전략이 신사가 주민과의 관계를 강화하고 다른 지

역에 사는 사람들과 새로운 유대관계를 형성해 생존하는 데 도움이 된다는 

결론을 내린다. 일본 신사의 절반 이상이 경영난에 처한 상황에서 이런 전략

은 필수적이다. 두 전략 모두 문화, 관습, 현재 일본 사회의 흐름, 그리고 사

회 변화의 복합체이다. 로컬유형이 전통에 더 가깝다는 측면 때문에 일본적인 

특성이 더 많다고 볼 수 있다. 그러나 인터리저널 유형은 다른 지역을 포용하

고 주변 지역에 국한되지 않으며 대중문화와 협업하거나 한정판이라는 희소

성을 이용하여 사람들을 끌어들이기 때문에 일본적 특성이 더 크다고 할 수 

있다. 종교에 대한 애착이 사라지고 있는 현대사회에서도 인터리저널 유형으

로 신사는 존속해왔다. 다만 COVID-19로 불확실성이 심화되면서 앞으로도 기

존과 같은 효과를 낼지는 불투명해졌다. 
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